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**Editorial System** is a web application that helps Editors in processing and peer review of scientific journals manuscripts. The system may be launched in different languages. Additional production module supports easy processing of pre-publication stages of the manuscript.

System is integrated with CrossRef, CrossCheck, iThenticate, EBSCO, PubMed/MedLine, BioOne, PayPal.

**System helps:**
- Authors with fast and easy manuscripts submission in regard to specific journal requirements
- Reviewers with easy reviewing
- Editors with managing the manuscripts workflow, peer review processes and whole process of accepting manuscripts for a print in the journal

**Main system scenario:**
1. Author submits the manuscript.
2. Editor receives the manuscripts and sends it to the Reviewers.
3. Reviewers send the reviews.
4. Editors make a decision:
   a. Final decision (accept or reject the manuscript) causes that the process is finished
   b. Decision to revise the manuscript causes that the manuscript workflow starts from the 1st point.

**Section Editors:**
This scenario may also include Section Editors. In such case, the manuscript is assigned by Editor-in-chief or Managing Editor to a particular Section Editor who manages the reviewing process. After the reviews are received Section Editor sends a recommendation to Editor-in-chief who finally makes a decision on the manuscript. Depending on the configuration of the system it is possible that Section Editors make the final decision and send it to Authors.

**Managing Editors:**
There is an option to assign received manuscripts to Managing Editors who manage the whole manuscript's workflow. In such case the Managing Editor may see and is notified only on his/her articles.

**System scenario (screens)**
1. Sign in or create a new account (Authors area)
First step of every Author submitting the manuscript to Editors is creating an account. If Author already has an account he simply Signs in.

2. Add new manuscript (Authors area)

Authors add new manuscript and fill in all required fields (depending on what type of manuscript was chosen): title, type, authors (with institutions), abstract, keywords, author’s statement, cover letter, suggested reviewers, comment for Reviewers etc. Author also uploads the manuscript files: body (DOC, DOCX, RTF, PPT, PPTX) and optionally tables and figures. All required steps and fields are configured concerning the particular journal.
After filling in all article data Author may send the manuscript to Editors. If the manuscript doesn’t meet the formal requirements the submission is not possible. Author is informed which steps should be amended. Example of requirement: abstract minimal words count.

3. Editors receive the manuscript (Editors area)

After receiving the manuscript Editors may:
- choose Section Editor or Managing Editor for the manuscript
- send it to Reviewers
- send it to Statistical Editor or Linguistic Editor
- edit the manuscript
- make decision
4. Editors invite Reviewers to review the manuscript (Editors area)

Editors select particular Reviewers and send them review invitations.
Select reviewers - step 1/2

AMS-03444-2013-01
Physiotherapy in Dementia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname and name</th>
<th>Reviewers report</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janowski Krzysztof</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:janowski@czp.pl">janowski@czp.pl</a></td>
<td>Submitted: 2</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry, Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbramova Marja</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:marjaabramova@gmail.com">marjaabramova@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Submitted: 1</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry, Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Joseph Leonard</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:esoon@esoonrhc.com">esoon@esoonrhc.com</a></td>
<td>Submitted:</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry, Public Health, Rheumatology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loma Sami</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:nammam2002@yahoo.co">nammam2002@yahoo.co</a></td>
<td>Submitted:</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry, Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adb Elhaky abher</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:abdelhak2012@hotmail.com">abdelhak2012@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td>Submitted:</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry, Rheumatology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirog Mihaela</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: pirog@hr</td>
<td>Submitted:</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Psychiatry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Franklin</td>
<td>Pending 0</td>
<td>Add reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:pacific2018@shaw.ca">pacific2018@shaw.ca</a></td>
<td>Submitted:</td>
<td>View all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution: Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer’s evaluation: Edit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reviewers count: 2572

Display: 10 results per page

Note: If you need to invite a reviewer who doesn't have Editorial System account, send invitation by email.
5. **Reviewer sends review (Reviewers area)**

After accepting a review invitation Reviewer may download the full version of manuscript and send a review using the journal-specific reviewer’s form. Reviewer also suggests the final decision for a particular manuscript; Reviewer may choose:

- 1. accept,
- 2. accept after minor changes,
- 3. rate once again after major changes,
- 4. reject.

Reviewer’s suggestion is not visible for Authors - it may only help Editors with making the final decision on the manuscript.

---

6. **Editors make a decision on the manuscript (Editors area)**

Editors send a decision letter containing the reviews to the Author. There are 4 possible decision types:

- 1. accept,
- 2. accept after minor changes,
3. rate once again after major changes,

4. reject.

1st and 4th decisions are the final decisions and they finish the manuscript workflow. In case of 2nd and 3rd decision the new version of manuscript is created in the system and Author is asked to revise the manuscript.

Editors can make a decision at any time. For example Editors can make a decision without sending the manuscript for a peer review.
Detailed system specification

Author’s part:

- submitting a manuscript
- various article types
- various article steps and data fields depending on article type (ex. abstract, keywords etc.)
- minimal and maximal values of a word counts of fields (ex. abstract, keywords etc.)
- the manuscript is automatically saved during it’s edition so Authors may come back to their edited manuscripts after some time
- displaying current words count of the fields together with the minimal and maximal words count (ex. abstract, keywords)
- manuscript keywords are indexed
- system will not allow Author to submit a manuscript that does not meet the journal formal requirements – for example containing an abstract which is too long
- assigning Authors who have no Editorial System account or fast and easy assigning Authors who already have an account
- limiting the number of Authors
- corresponding author change
- submitting the manuscript by the user who is not an author of the manuscript
- domains classification of a manuscripts submitted
- optional comment to Reviewers (ex. comment on revision of a manuscript)
- cover letter submission
- suggested reviewers form
- signed and scanned authors statement submission
- required checkboxes like Author’s statements, external funding sources etc.
- uploading body files: DOC, DOCX or RTF
- uploading body files: PPT, PPTX (ex. pictorial essay)
- uploading tables: DOC, DOCX or RTF
- uploading figures: JPG, GIF, TIF, BMP
- generating a single PDF file containing all manuscript files including lines enumeration
- possibility to add new/uncommon fields and steps for manuscript submission
- final manuscript preview before submission to Editors
- partially added manuscripts queue
- submitted manuscripts queue
• manuscripts awaiting revision queue
• partially revised queue
• submitted revisions queue
• manuscripts with final decisions queue
• manuscripts that I co-authored queue
• manuscript states available for Authors: Send to Editors, Reviewing process, Awaiting for decision
• the history of email notifications received by Author

Author’s email notifications:
• the manuscript received by Editors
• the revision received by Editors
• decision
• revision reminder
• new payment set up
• payment reminder
• payment received
• new invoice available
• proof verification requested
• request to submit additional files (ex. high-res figures)

Reviewer’s part
• quick accepting or rejecting the review invitation directly from email message
• accepting or rejecting the review invitation
• manuscript view (without the data of Authors)
• double-open or double-blind reviewing
• journal-specific reviewer’s form
• possibility to define different reviewer’s form for each article type
• weights of reviewer’s form questions to help scoring the manuscript
• attaching the review agreement
• submitting the review by someone who has no Editorial System account
• review form auto-save
• common reviewer’s form fields: comment to Editors (not revealed to Author), Review (general part and optional detailed part) and Reviewer’s conclusion:
1. accept,
2. accept after minor changes,
3. rate once again after major changes,
4. reject.

- providing reject reason and suggested reviewers after the review invitation is rejected by Reviewer
- new invitations queue
- pending reviews queue
- sent reviews queue
- not-answered invitations queue
- not-reviewed manuscripts queue
- rejected invitations queue
- the history of email notifications received by Reviewer

Reviewer’s email notifications:
- review invitation
- thanks message for accepting the review invitation
- thanks message for submitting a review
- cancellation of the review invitation
- review invitation reminder
- review deadline reminder
- review deadline extension

Editors’ part:

Manuscripts management:
- new manuscripts
- manuscripts sent to reviewers
  - manuscripts awaiting for review
  - partially reviewed manuscripts
  - manuscripts without at least one review
  - manuscripts awaiting for at least one answer
  - manuscripts without at least one answer
  - manuscripts that were rejected by at least one reviewer
- totally reviewed manuscripts
• rejected manuscripts
• accepted manuscripts
• manuscripts sent to print
• printed manuscripts
• delete manuscripts
• edit manuscript
• attach unlimited Editors notes to a particular manuscript
• uploading confidential file attachments to the manuscript – available and visible only for Editors
• search manuscripts by: Number, Title, Type, Domains, Email of an Author, Name/surname of an Author, Institution, Keywords
• sending messages to an Author concerning the particular article
• send manuscript to Reviewers:
  o search Reviewers by: Name, Surname, Email, Institution, City, Province/State, Country, Domains
  o inviting a Reviewer who has no Editorial System account
  o simple review requests sending to the Reviewers who reviewed the previous version of a particular manuscript (also sending requests only to the Reviewers who suggested manuscript revision in their previous review)
  o protection against accidental sending of review requests to the Authors
  o additional field for individual comment for each reviewer
  o quick view of potential Reviewers’ domains
  o states of reviews
  o cancellation of the review invitation
  o sending the review for a Reviewer
  o possibility to change the review invitation accept/reject deadline and the review deadline for each Reviewer (for particular manuscript)
  o inviting new Reviewers after first submission of manuscript to review
• send manuscript to Statistical Editor or Linguistic Editor
• send manuscript to Section Editors, who manage reviewing process and make recommendation to Editor-in-chief
• making decision
  o Editors choose one decision of four:
    ▪ 1. accept,
    ▪ 2. accept after minor changes,
3. rate once again after major changes,
4. reject.
   o 1st and 4th decisions are final and the manuscript is moved to accepted or rejected queue
   o 2nd and 3rd decisions send the revision request to Author
   o pre-defined decision letters templates depending on which decision is chosen
   o various decision letters templates for a single decision type, for example:
     ▪ reject (4) because the manuscript does not meet formal requirements
     ▪ reject (4) because of negative opinions received from Reviewers
   o editing the decision letter before it is send to Author
   o selecting reviews to attach to the decision
   o attaching the Statistical Editor or Linguistic Editor evaluation
   o additional file attachments
   o decision letter preview
• processing the payments for the publication fee (system is integrated with PayPal)
• sending the article proofs to Author’s acceptance
• verification of the plagiarism rate of the manuscript via iThenticate
• additional production module enables the pre-publication management of the manuscripts – the process may be divided into stages depending on the journal individual requirements

Users’ management:
• search users by: Name, Surname, Email, Institution, City, Province/State, Country, Domains
• only Reviewers, only Editors, not confirmed accounts filters
• exporting searched users to XLS
• assigning Reviewer role
• assigning Editor, Section Editor, Statistical Editor, Linguistic Editor, Production Editor role
• the history of email notifications send to a particular user
• creating an account for a user

Statistics:
• published manuscripts count
• received and rejected manuscripts count (rejection rate)
• reviewers and their domains;
• authors and their domains;
• reviews report:
  o all reviews count,
  o reviews without an answer (from reviewer) count,
  o rejected reviews count,
  o not reviewed count,
  o late reviews count
• mean reviewing time (mean and standard deviation)
• top ten – most active Reviewers
• top ten – fastest Reviewers
• top ten – slowest Reviewers
• waiting for a print time (mean and standard deviation)
• waiting for a print time – details
• best manuscripts

Editor/Section Editor email notifications:
• new/revised manuscript received
• review process finished for a particular manuscript
• review process updated for a particular manuscript
• invitation submitted to Section Editor to make a recommendation concerning particular manuscript
• assigning the manuscript to the Managing Editor
• Section Editor recommendation received
• publication fee received
• decision made by another Editor
• Statistical Editor / Linguistic Editor evaluation received
• proof verified
• invoice requested by the Author
• review agreement attached

Author’s, Reviewer’s and Editors’ commons:
• password reminder
• edit personal data
• email/login change
• domains’ change
• updating a password
• feedback form

Some of the configuration settings:

• templates for the system email notifications
• automatically sent reminders
• all the text: notices, labels etc. of the system may be changed for a particular journal
• easy and short URL address. Ex. http://www.editorialsystem.com/neuro
• various types of articles (various steps and fields)
• journal-specific domains
• instructions for Authors, about the journal, hyperlinks, contact data and other information for a particular journal
• visual identification of a journal: logotype, custom HTML on a main page (for example with journal cover, letter from the Editor etc.)
• decision letters templates
• maximal Author’s count for a single manuscript
• time for answering review invitation (default: 7 days)
• time for review (default: 23 days)
• how many days before the review deadline the reminder should be sent (default: 3 days)
• time to resend the revised version of a manuscript (default: 31 days)
• reviewing without the invitation stage – the review is set as pending
• reviewer’s form for a particular journal